Software Engineering Team

We are a small team with big ambitions. Tuesday Strategies is changing how citizens interact with our political system by building technology that takes advantage of how voters live, work, and play. Our team values experimentation as we create working software through rapid development processes. We are looking for technologists who have a sense of adventure, a passion for quality work, and an ability to think outside the box.

Based in NYC, our tech team offers competitive salary of $82k-110k (commensurate with experience) and full benefits package, including equity.

Responsibilities of a software engineer

- Build and maintain a full stack web application
- Develop a Facebook integrated mobile app
- Create a data service that integrates with the webapp, mobile app, and various third party data providers

Requirements

- Ability to learn quickly and with gusto
- Experience with coding best practices (such as various forms of testing, and CD)
- History with backend web language such as NodeJS, Python, Java etc
- Experience with Docker and containers

Preferred Experience

- Python, Flask, MySql, and React Native
- Creating Facebook integrations
- Experience with Android/iPhone app development

About Tuesday Strategies

Tuesday Strategies is a civic technology company that is reimagining political engagement for the digital age. Our field-tested software allows campaigns to turn online supporters into digital volunteers by analyzing their social media influence and suggesting peer-to-peer conversations that help register, persuade, and turn out voters. We increase voter turnout and civic engagement by bringing the best practices of traditional organizing to the digital world. Fueled by robust data analytics held up to the voter file, our “digital door-knock” approach to field organizing meets constituents where they are, online.

As we build a company capable of capturing grassroots enthusiasm and turning it into votes, there is a perfect spot for you to grow with us.

Please note we will be hiring on a rolling basis starting in August 2017. Interested candidates should send a resume and cover letter to hello@tuesdaystrategies.org